Talking Cultural Diversity Church Gifts Challenges
can we talk? - evangelical lutheran church in america - can we talk? how do you talk about worship? ...
contextual and cross-cultural. why culture? the church talks about worship because in worship we remember
who and whose we are as god’s people. but why talk about culture? the culture(s) of which we are a part shape
how we regard ourselves, one another and the world. the church the african born the church family in the
united states - the african‐born & the church family in the united states ... (pcmrt) washington, secretariat of
cultural diversity in the church. ... permit me to describe who we are talking about. most of what is said in this
section will not be news to you. ... creating a competency model for diversity and inclusion ... diversity, inclusion, and global perspective cultural competence • understands multiple cultural frameworks,
values, and norms • demonstrates an ability to flex style when faced with myriad dimensions of culture in
order to be effective across cultural contexts • understands the dynamics of cross-cultural and inclusiondiversity 101 facilitator’s guide - assimilation is the process by which one cultural group is absorbed by
another. the terminology could also mean complete disappearance into the mainstream without being
recognized, i.e. complete cultural loss or cultural genocide . the process whereby a minority group gradually
adopts all of the customs and attitudes of the prevailing culture. cultural plunge final paper (no
identifiers) - cultural plunge final paper 2 tasks. in keeping with the movement toward a culture of
competence in mental health training, the cultural plunge assignments challenged students to engage in a
variety of tasks and unfamiliar contexts to increase awareness of and sensitivity to, cultural issues that may be
raised in their work with clients. table of contents - uh - table of contents section 1: ice breakers cultural
pursuit 4-6 diversity bingo 7 ... mormon church? _____ 25. how much money does a family of four have to earn
to be considered “above the ... 5. (b) the former area code of puerto rico is worn as a symbol of cultural pride.
6. the confederate flag, specifically that it was being flown on top ... lesson cultural awareness: knowing
not to cross the line - lesson cultural awareness: knowing not to cross the line. module: interpersonal lesson:
cultural awareness ... compare and contrast cultural diversity and cultural awareness. 2. why is cultural
awareness an important characteristic to have in the ... 13. do you go to church on sunday? 14. can you lift
100 pounds over your head? 15. cultural sensitivity and cultural competence - cultural sensitivity and
cultural competence . what is cultural diversity? obvious things to look for include religion, ethnicity (race),
national origin (language) or gender. less obvious areas to look for include age, education, -economic
statussocio , sexual orientation and mental or physical challenges. what is cultural competence? using the
elca’s social statement - what is in the elca’s social statement freed in christ: ... “talking together as
christians cross-culturally” was held for synodical leadership teams in cross-cultural moral deliberation and ...
appreciate and celebrate the benefits of racial and cultural diversity in the church. ... a multicultural vision
for the church: a theological statement - 4 to have a multicultural vision for the church, however, is to go
further and work towards valuing cultural diversity in all dimensions of church life. 5 it is at the heart of the
good news that jesus died for people of all nations equally. so the multicultural vision for the church is not
merely about christians
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